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1. Introduction. In connection with the theory of hypercomplex units the
following problem arises. Given a linear family of real matrices, which
contains with every A its transpose Ar and with every regular A its inverse
A-1. Supposing that contains at least one unimodular matrix A1, A1 1,
to determine the unimodular matrices in for which the sum of the squares of
the elements is a minimum. The results and proofs are extremely simple.
The minimizing matrices are identical with the orthogonal matrices, in the
family. This is shown by application of Lagrange’s multiplier rule. The more
or less algebraic machinery may very well be extended to more general linear
spaces. A. D. Michal expresses the opinion that the full theory might be
generalized; ye it seems that at present the necessary existence theorems are
not available. Apart from possible arithmetical applications the existence of
at least one orthogonal matrix in such families is of a certain independent
interest.

2. Notations. The determinant akl of the matrix A (ak) is as usual
denoted by lA I, the inverse by A-1, the transpose (a0 by A r. The indices
i, k range from 1 to n, the number of rows or columns of the matrices. The
Greek index ranges from 1 to m, unless otherwise stated. The trace t(A) is
the sum ’ a of the diagonal elements. For example, the trace t(I) of the
unit matrix is equal to n.
A linear combination cx of symbols x with coefficients ck is expressible

in the form t(XCr), if we let X (xk), C (cik).
The sum of the squares of all elements is t(XXr). Since we shall deal only

with real matrices, t(XXr) is positive and vanishes only for X 0. A matrix A
is orthogonal if X-1 Xr and if IX 1. For an orthogonal matrix XXr

is I, and t(XXr) n.

3. Differentials. We shall use xk as independent variables and dx as their
differentials.
For a matrix F (f) of functions we define dF (df). In particular we

shall have to make use of

dX d(x,) (dx),
dt(XCr) t(dXer),
dt(XXr) 2t(XrdX).
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